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Longstreet Press, United States, 2003. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Alas, unlike the guru-type characters in most business fiction, Billy Pounds and Scott
Johnson, the main characters of this book do not push an already perfected performance system.
With their company s head on the chopping block, Billy is the one man that has the intellectual
business insight to build a strategy for growth, change and profit, but he doesn t understand the
people side of the business. Scott is his alter ego, rich in his skill to motivate others but limited to
day to day operations. They are regular guys in different management positions, each with their
own skill set, searching for the right way to keep their job and their business afloat without any
established compass to set their direction. You will be engaged with them as they struggle through
their mistakes. Watch how they deal with the grappling problems of everyday business while being
overshadowed by the larger, long-term needs of developing a corporate philosophy, a business
model, and a competitive strategy for success. Watch how they match their particular strengthens
to overcome personal shortcomings and corporate barriers.Initially they bounce off each other...
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases rather than di icult to understand. Your life period
is going to be change the instant you total reading this ebook.
-- Letha Okuneva-- Letha Okuneva

This is an amazing ebook that we have possibly go through. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an extremely
straightforward way and is particularly merely after i finished reading this ebook where in fact altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Berta Schmidt-- Berta Schmidt
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